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1. Vocabulary: 20%
   Choose the most appropriate word according to the given context, and then write its corresponding letter on your answer sheet.

1. We’ve long made clear that we are open to improved ____ with North Korea if it is willing to make clear actions to live up to its international obligations and commitments.
   (A) restore  (B) relations  (C) rest  (D) restrain

2. The three car bombs used in the attack near Baqubah were ____ in different locations in and around the market in order to inflict most damage and casualties.
   (A) deployed  (B) deployed  (C) depleted  (D) deplaned

3. Global warming will boost the frequency at which ____ floods occur in these regions, while eastern Europe, parts of Scandinavia, Chile and Argentina will have fewer such events.
   (A) exceptionable  (B) except  (C) exceptional  (D) excellent

4. This is powerful evidence that water ____ with this rock and changed its chemistry, changed its mineralogy in a dramatic way.
   (A) insisted  (B) inspected  (C) interceded  (D) interacted

5. We would like to inform you that the Ministry of Petroleum will shut down the processing and transportation ____ in Sudan for the oil received from South Sudan.
   (A) faction  (B) faculty  (C) facile  (D) facilities

6. At least four major wildfires ____ by hot, gusty weather Tuesday burned along the front of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado, including two that together destroyed dozens of structures and chased people from hundreds of homes.
   (A) fueled  (B) fueled  (C) funded  (D) furnished

7. Tax ____ dropped 3.7 percent year-on-year to NT$11.1 billion in May, largely because firms made smaller profits and contributed less tax.
   (A) reverse  (B) reverse  (C) reveal  (D) reverence

8. Apple Inc. ____ a music streaming service called iTunes Radio and new mobile software on Monday.
   (A) unveiled  (B) unvaried  (C) unveiled  (D) unvesed

9. The number of test tube babies born in Taiwan has almost doubled in the 13-year period between 1998 and 2010, due to people getting married later and ____ childbearing.
   (A) postpone  (B) postpaid  (C) postscript  (D) postluding

10. Our economy is growing, so we saw a need to prioritize ____ on infrastructure to boost the economic capacity of the city.
    (A) investment  (B) invoice  (C) infract  (D) involvement

II. Grammar: 20%
   In questions 1-10, each sentence has four underlined words or phrases marked (A), (B), (C), and (D). You are to identify the one that should be corrected and then write its corresponding letter on your answer sheet.

For example: *Many water is needed for people living in dry area.*
   A  B  C  D

The best answer is (A)
1. Almost a fifty of the total renovation budget will be channeled to low-cost housing schemes dubbed as “corridors of freedom.”
   A  B  C  D

2. In order to protect the facilities and avoiding any environmental hazards in the two countries, the shutdown shall be safely and smoothly carried out during a period of sixty days from the date of 9th June, 2013.
   A  B  C  D

3. Apple has been talking to record companies for the past year in hopes of getting the service off the ground, seen as crucial to retaining users as music consumption grows alongside smartphone use.
   A  B  C  D

4. According to Ministry of the Interior statistics, in Taiwan, the average age on which men get married for the first time was 31.9 years old in 2012, an increase of 0.9 years from 10 years ago, while the age for women was 29.5, a rise of 2.7 years.
   A  B  C  D

5. Taiwan has some of the world’s most advanced experience and techniques in the prevention and treatment of hepatitis and they can play an important role by contributing to the Global Hepatitis Network.
   A  B  C  D

6. Nearly half a million of Johannesburg’s population lives in informal housing, and some have been on a wait list for state-subsidized houses for 15 years.
   A  B  C  D

7. The unmanned solar-powered vehicle has just analyzed that maybe its oldest rock ever, known as Esperance 6.
   A  B  C  D

8. Shortly after midday, another car bomb went off near a fish market in the northern Baghdad suburb of Taji, killing seven shoppers and wounding 25.
   A  B  C  D
9. The man which exposed two sweeping U.S. surveillance programs and touched off a debate on privacy
   A. exposed
   B. exposed
   C. has revealed
   D. revealed

10. There's little chance that the narrow defined talks will tackle the crucial question of pushing
   A. narrow
   B. defined
   C. narrow
   D. defined

Pyongyang to abandon its nuclear bombs.

III. Cloze Test: 30%

In the following passages, there are fifteen blanks where words or phrases are left out. For each blank, there
are four choices marked (A), (B), (C), and (D). One of the choices best fits the blanks. Choose the best answer
and write its corresponding letter on the answer sheet.

A.

For any tourist visiting Egypt, _1_ two things that everyone must see. The first is the
137-meter-high Great Pyramid of Giza, _2_ of all the pyramids in Egypt. The second is the Great
Sphinx of Giza, a sculpture with the body of a lion and the head of a man, _3_ 20 meters tall and 73
meters long.

About two thousand years later, around 570 B.C., sand _4_ all but the head of the Great Sphinx.
The people living in the area at the time did not know the history of the statue, _5_ the head represented
the sun god Ra and began worshiping it. The son of Pharaoh Amenhotep II heard the head speak to him
_6_. The Sphinx's head made him _7_ the sand from the statue's body. The son, Thutmose, _8_ and
did what he was told.

1. (A) there have (B) there has (C) there are (D) there been
2. (A) larger (B) the largest (C) the larger (D) largest
3. (A) stands (B) that stands (C) what stands (D) which stands
4. (A) had covered (B) has been covered (C) had being covered (D) was covered
5. (A) so they imagined that (B) as imagined that (C) if they imagined (D) imagined they
6. (A) within the dreams (B) on the dreaming (C) in a dream (D) at dream
7. (A) promising clear (B) promise to clear (C) promised to clearing (D) promised clear
8. (A) ate the words (B) kept his word (C) at a word (D) had the last words

B.

When important events _9_ around the world, most people turn to traditional media sources, such as
CNN and BBC, for their news. _10_, during the invasion of Iraq by the United States and its allies in
early 2003, a significant number of people followed the war from the point of view of an anonymous Iraqi
citizen _11_ “Salam Pax”. Salam Pax _12_ about everyday life in Baghdad during the war, and
posted it on his web site. Pax's online diary was a kind of web site _13_ a “blog.” Blog, short for
“web-logs,” are online diaries usually kept by individuals, _14_ they are written by companies and other groups of people. They are rapidly growing type of web site _15_.

9. (A) are happening (B) happening (C) were happened (D) happened
10. (A) When (B) Therefore (C) Meanwhile (D) However
11. (A) whose called (B) whom calling (C) who called himself (D) which himself called
12. (A) wrote a diary (B) took a diary (C) note a diary (D) a diary noted
13. (A) knowing to (B) known as (C) know on (D) knowing to be
14. (A) and sometime (B) or some time (C) but sometimes (D) as sometime
15. (A) in the Internet (B) on the Internet (C) in Internets (D) at the Internets

IV. Composition: 30%

Write an English composition in about 250-300 words. Your composition must contain an introductory paragraph, one or two discussion paragraphs, and a concluding paragraph.

People do many different things to stay healthy. What do you do for good health? Use specific reasons and examples to support your opinions.